Creativity in three new dimensions
With the CrystalWork tool, forms and patterns are precisely punched out as small holes. This hole stencil
is filled with crystals that are then extracted using adhesive film in order to be ironed on to material.
Your imagination knows no limits. To achieve the desired results, you will need a BERNINA machine
capable of embroidery and the CrystalWork tool, which you will insert in place of the presser foot. Break
the mold and combine your embroideries with CrystalWork. You will be amazed at the gorgeous effects
you can achieve – whether on garments, accessories, or quilts.

The BERNINA DesignWorks Software Suite and the companion accessory tools are compatible
with the following BERNINA embroidery machine models:
B 580, B 750 QE, and B 780.
The following BERNINA embroidery machines are compatible with the CutWork accessory and
software only:
artista 200/630/640/730, aurora 430/435/440/450, bernette 340 Deco or higher.

Sparkling patterns, all your own
Embellish anything you'd like and personalize your style. When combined with embroidery or even
PaintWork or CutWork, the result is brilliant no matter what.
The CrystalWork tool package includes:





1 template punch stamp container
1 Crystal Work presser foot # 48
4 punch stamps in different sizes
4 die plates in different sizes

Varying stone sizes
The CrystalWork tool has three different punching pins that create holes with varying diameters according to the size of the stone. This allows you to change between small, medium, or large sized
stones in a single motif.
Punch stamps sized to accommodate the following:





Crystal SS0 6: 2.0 –2.1 mm
Crystal SS10: 2.8 –2.9 mm
Crystal SS12 : 3.0–3.2 mm
Crystal SS16: 3.8 – 4.0 mm

Create your own motifs using the software
The CrystalWork software offers numerous tools that make the individual editing or even the
creation of your own motifs on the PC possible. Operating the software is simple and clear. A
sequence manager indicates the order of the stencil holes to be punched. In just a few steps, your
idea can turn into a beautifully sparkling motif.
Are you a proud owner of a BERNINA 830 or a BERNINA 580? In order to use the
DesignWorks Software Suite and Tools, you need to install the newest Firmware Update before
doing so!

Note:
Not all models and accessories are available in all countries. We reserve the right to make changes in
both features and design.

